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1 Introduction

This document provides instructions for getting started with Distributed Message
Service (DMS) for Kafka, including creating a Kafka instance on the console and
connecting to a Kafka instance through an Elastic Cloud Server (ECS).

You can also create a Kafka instance by calling an API and connect to the
instance in your service code.

Procedure

Figure 1-1 Procedure for using DMS for Kafka

1. Prepare the environment.
A Kafka instance runs in a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC). Before creating a
Kafka instance, ensure that a VPC is available.
After a Kafka instance is created, download and install the Kafka open-source
client on your ECS before creating and retrieving messages.
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2. Create a Kafka instance.
When creating an instance, you can choose whether to enable SASL. If SASL is
enabled, data is encrypted for transmission, improving data security. The SASL
setting can be configured only when you create an instance. After an instance
is created, the SASL setting cannot be changed.

3. (Optional) Create a topic.
If automatic topic creation is not enabled during Kafka instance creation, you
need to manually create topics for creating and retrieving messages.

4. Connect to the instance.
You can connect to a Kafka instance with or without SASL.
– Without SASL: Supports private network access and public network

access.
– With SASL: Supports private network access and public network access.

5. Configure alarm rules.
Configure alarm rules for a Kafka instance to monitor the service running
status.

NO TE

For details about Kafka concepts, see Basic Concepts.
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2 Step 1: Prepare the Environment

VPC

A VPC provides an isolated virtual network for your Kafka instances. You can
configure and manage the network as required.

Step 1 Before creating a Kafka instance, ensure that a VPC and a subnet are available.

For details, see Creating a VPC. If you already have an available VPC and subnet,
you do not need to create new ones.

Note the following when creating a VPC and subnet:

● The VPC and the Kafka instance must be in the same region.

● Use the default settings when creating a VPC and subnet.

Step 2 Before creating a Kafka instance, ensure that a security group is available.

For details, see Creating a Security Group. If you already have an available
security group, you do not need to create a new one.

Note the following when creating a security group:

● Set Template to Custom.

● To use Kafka instances, add the security group rules described in Table 2-1.
Other rules can be added based on site requirements.

Table 2-1 Security group rules

Directi
on

Protocol Port Source Description

Inboun
d

TCP 9094 0.0.0.0/0 Access a Kafka instance
through the public network
(without SSL encryption).

Inboun
d

TCP 9092 0.0.0.0/0 Access a Kafka instance
within a VPC (without SSL
encryption).
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Directi
on

Protocol Port Source Description

Inboun
d

TCP 9095 0.0.0.0/0 Access a Kafka instance
through the public network
(with SSL encryption).

Inboun
d

TCP 9093 0.0.0.0/0 Access a Kafka instance
within a VPC (with SSL
encryption).

Inboun
d

TCP 9999 0.0.0.0/0 Access Kafka Manager.

Inboun
d

TCP 9011 198.19.128.
0/17

Access a Kafka instance
across VPCs using a VPC
endpoint (with or without
SSL).

Inboun
d

TCP 9011 0.0.0.0/0 Access a Kafka instance
using DNAT (with or
without SSL).

 

NO TE

After a security group is created, it has a default inbound rule that allows
communication among ECSs within the security group and a default outbound rule
that allows all outbound traffic. If you access your Kafka instance within a VPC, you do
not need to add the rules described in Table 2-1.

----End

(Optional) EIP

To access a Kafka instance over a public network, prepare an elastic IP address
(EIP) in advance.

For details, see Assigning an EIP.

Note the following when creating EIPs:

● The EIPs must be created in the region the Kafka instance is in.
● The number of EIPs must be the same as the number of Kafka instance

brokers.

ECS

Before connecting to a Kafka instance, ensure that you have purchased an ECS,
installed the JDK, configured environment variables, and downloaded an open-
source Kafka client. The following steps describe how to complete these
preparations. A Linux ECS is taken as an example. For more information on how to
install JDK and configure the environment variables for a Windows ECS, please
search the Internet.
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Step 1 Log in to the management console. In the upper left corner, hover the mouse

pointer over . Under Compute, click Elastic Cloud Server, and then create an
ECS.

For details, see Purchasing an ECS. If you already have an available ECS, skip this
step.

Step 2 Log in to the ECS.

Step 3 Install JDK or JRE, and add the following contents to .bash_profile in the home
directory to configure the environment variables JAVA_HOME and PATH. In this
command, /opt/java/jdk1.8.0_151 is the JDK installation path. Change it to the
path where you install JDK or JRE.
export JAVA_HOME=/opt/java/jdk1.8.0_151 
export PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH

Run the source .bash_profile command for the modification to take effect.

NO TE

Use Oracle JDK instead of ECS's default JDK (for example, OpenJDK), because ECS's default
JDK may not be suitable. Obtain Oracle JDK 1.8.111 or later from Oracle's official website.

Step 4 Download an open-source Kafka client.

If the version of the Kafka instance is 1.1.0, download the client at https://
archive.apache.org/dist/kafka/1.1.0/kafka_2.11-1.1.0.tgz.

wget https://archive.apache.org/dist/kafka/1.1.0/kafka_2.11-1.1.0.tgz

If the version of the Kafka instance is 2.3.0, download the client at https://
archive.apache.org/dist/kafka/2.3.0/kafka_2.11-2.3.0.tgz.

wget https://archive.apache.org/dist/kafka/2.3.0/kafka_2.11-2.3.0.tgz

If the version of the Kafka instance is 2.7, download the client at https://
archive.apache.org/dist/kafka/2.7.2/kafka_2.12-2.7.2.tgz.

wget https://archive.apache.org/dist/kafka/2.7.2/kafka_2.12-2.7.2.tgz

Step 5 Run the following command to decompress the package:
tar -zxf ${kafka_tar}

In the preceding command, kafka_tar indicates the name of the client package.
For example:

tar -zxf kafka_2.12-2.7.2.tgz

----End

Follow-Up Procedure
Step 2: Create a Kafka Instance
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3 Step 2: Create a Kafka Instance

Prerequisites
Ensure that a VPC is available. For details about how to create a VPC, see the
Virtual Private Cloud User Guide.

If you already have an available VPC, you do not need to create a new one.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the Kafka console, and click Buy Instance in the upper right corner.

Step 2 Select a billing mode.

Step 3 Select a region closest to your application to reduce latency and accelerate access.

Step 4 Select a project from the drop-down list.

Step 5 Retain the default AZ settings.

Step 6 Specify the instance name and the enterprise project.

Step 7 Configure the following instance parameters:

Specifications: Select Default or Custom.

If you select Default, specify the version, broker flavor, number of brokers,
and storage space to be supported by the Kafka instance based on the site
requirements.

1. Version: Kafka v1.1.0, v2.3.0, and v2.7 are supported. v2.7 is recommended.
The version cannot be changed once the instance is created.

2. CPU Architecture: The x86 architecture is supported.
3. Broker Flavor: Select broker specifications that best fit your business needs.

For Brokers, specify the broker quantity.
Maximum number of partitions per broker x Number of brokers = Maximum
number of partitions of an instance. If the total number of partitions of all
topics exceeds the maximum number of partitions allowed for an instance,
topic creation will fail.

4. Storage Space: Disk type and total disk space for storing the instance data.
The disk type cannot be changed once the instance is created.
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The storage space is the total space to be consumed by all replicas. Specify
the storage space based on the expected service message size and the
number of replicas. For example, if the required disk size to store the data for
the retention period is 100 GB, the disk capacity must be at least: 100 GB x
Number of replicas + 100 GB (reserved).
Disks are formatted when an instance is created. As a result, the actual
available disk space is 93% to 95% of the total disk space.
– Flavor kafka.2u4g.cluster: The value range of Storage Space is 300–

300,000 GB.
– Flavor kafka.4u8g.cluster: The value range of Storage Space is 300–

600,000 GB.
– Flavor kafka.8u16g.cluster: The value range of Storage Space is 300–

900,000 GB.
– Flavor kafka.12u24g.cluster: The value range of Storage Space is 300–

900,000 GB
– Flavor kafka.16u32g.cluster: The value range of Storage Space is 300–

900,000 GB
5. Capacity Threshold Policy: policy used when the disk usage reaches the

threshold. The capacity threshold is 95%.
– Automatically delete: Messages can be created and retrieved, but 10%

of the earliest messages will be deleted to ensure sufficient disk space.
This policy is suitable for scenarios where no service interruption can be
tolerated. Data may be lost.

– Stop production: New messages cannot be created, but existing
messages can still be retrieved. This policy is suitable for scenarios where
no data loss can be tolerated.

Figure 3-1 Default specifications

If you select Custom, the system calculates the number of brokers and broker
storage space for different flavors based on your specified peak creation
traffic, retrieval traffic, number of replicas per topic, total number of
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partitions, and size of messages created during the retention period. You can
select one of the recommended flavors as required.

Figure 3-2 Specification calculation

Step 8 Configure the instance network parameters.

1. Select a VPC and a subnet.

NO TE

After the Kafka instance is created, its VPC and subnet cannot be changed.

2. Select a security group.
A security group is a set of rules for accessing a Kafka instance. You can click
Manage Security Group to view or create security groups on the network
console.

Step 9 Configure the username and password for logging in to Kafka Manager. The
Kafka Manager username cannot be changed once an instance is created.

Kafka Manager is an open-source tool for managing Kafka clusters. After a Kafka
instance is created, you can go to the instance details page to obtain the address
for logging in to Kafka Manager. In Kafka Manager, you can view the monitoring
statistics and broker information of your Kafka clusters.

Step 10 Click More Settings to configure more parameters.

1. Configure Public Access.
Public access is disabled by default. You can enable it or keep it disabled as
required. After public access is enabled, configure an IPv4 EIP for each broker.
After enabling Public Access, you can enable or disable Intra-VPC Plaintext
Access. If it is enabled, data will be transmitted in plaintext when you
connect to the instance through a private network, regardless of whether
SASL_SSL is enabled. This setting cannot be changed after the instance is
created. Exercise caution. If you want to use a different setting, you must
create a new instance.

Figure 3-3 Configuring public access

2. Configure Kafka SASL_SSL.
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This parameter indicates whether to enable SSL authentication when a client
connects to the instance. If you enable Kafka SASL_SSL, data will be
encrypted before transmission to enhance security.
Kafka SASL_SSL is disabled by default. You can enable or disable it as
required. This setting cannot be changed after the instance is created. If
you want to use a different setting, you must create a new instance.
If you enable Kafka SASL_SSL, you can determine whether to enable SASL/
PLAIN. If SASL/PLAIN is disabled, the SCRAM-SHA-512 mechanism is used to
transmit data. If SASL/PLAIN is enabled, both the SCRAM-SHA-512 and
PLAIN mechanisms are supported. You can select either of them as required.
The SASL/PLAIN setting cannot be changed once the instance is created.
What are SCRAM-SHA-512 and PLAIN mechanisms?
– SCRAM-SHA-512: uses the hash algorithm to generate credentials for

usernames and passwords to verify identities. SCRAM-SHA-512 is more
secure than PLAIN.

– PLAIN: a simple username and password verification mechanism.
If you enable Kafka SASL_SSL, you must also set the username and password
for accessing the instance.

3. Configure Automatic Topic Creation.
This setting is disabled by default. You can enable or disable it as required.
If automatic topic creation is enabled, the system automatically creates a
topic when a message is created in or retrieved from a topic that does not
exist. This topic has the following default settings: 3 partitions, 3 replicas,
aging time 72 hours, and synchronous replication and flushing disabled.
After you change the value of the log.retention.hours,
default.replication.factor, or num.partitions parameter, automatically
created topics later use the new value. For example, if num.partitions is set
to 5, an automatically created topic will have the following settings: 5
partitions, 3 replicas, aging time 72 hours, and synchronous replication and
flushing disabled.

4. Specify tags.
Tags are used to identify cloud resources. When you have many cloud
resources of the same type, you can use tags to classify cloud resources by
dimension (for example, by usage, owner, or environment).
– If you have created predefined tags, select a predefined pair of tag key

and value. You can click View predefined tags to go to the Tag
Management Service (TMS) console and view or create tags.

– You can also create new tags by entering Tag key and Tag value.
Up to 20 tags can be added to each Kafka instance. For details about tag
requirements, see Managing Instance Tags.

5. Enter a description of the instance.

Step 11 Click Buy.

Step 12 Confirm the instance information.

Step 13 Return to the Kafka Premium page and check whether the instance has been
created.
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It takes 3 to 15 minutes to create an instance. During this period, the instance
status is Creating.

● If the instance is created successfully, its status changes to Running.
● If the instance fails to be created, view Instance Creation Failures. Delete the

instance and create another instance. If the instance creation fails again,
contact customer service.

NO TE

Instances that fail to be created do not occupy other resources.

----End

Follow-Up Procedure
(Optional) Step 3: Create a Topic
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4 (Optional) Step 3: Create a Topic

A topic is a stream of messages. If automatic topic creation is not enabled during
Kafka instance creation, you need to manually create topics for creating and
retrieving messages. If automatic topic creation is enabled, this step is optional.
The system automatically creates a topic when a message is created. This topic
has the following default settings: 3 partitions, 3 replicas, aging time 72 hours,
and synchronous replication and flushing disabled.

The following describes three methods to manually create a topic.

● Method 1: Creating a Topic on the Console
● Method 2: Creating a Topic on Kafka Manager
● Method 3: Create a Topic by Using Kafka CLI

Method 1: Creating a Topic on the Console
Step 1 Log in to the Kafka console, and select the region where the Kafka instance is

located.

Step 2 Click a Kafka instance.

Step 3 On the Topics tab page, click Create Topic.

Step 4 Enter the topic name, specify other parameters, and click OK.

----End

Method 2: Creating a Topic on Kafka Manager
Log in to Kafka Manager, choose Topic > Create, and set parameters as prompted.

NO TICE

If a topic name starts with a special character, for example, a number sign (#),
monitoring data cannot be displayed.

Distributed Message Service for Kafka
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Method 3: Create a Topic by Using Kafka CLI
If your client is v2.2 or later, you can use kafka-topics.sh to create topics and
manage topic parameters.

NO TICE

If a topic name starts with a special character, for example, a number sign (#),
monitoring data cannot be displayed.

● If SASL is not enabled for the Kafka instance, run the following command in
the /{directory where the CLI is located}/kafka_{version}/bin/ directory to
create a topic:
./kafka-topics.sh --create --topic {topic_name} --bootstrap-server {broker_ip}:{port} --partitions 
{partition_num} --replication-factor {replication_num}

● If SASL has been enabled for the Kafka instance, perform the following steps
to create a topic:

a. (Optional) If the SSL certificate configuration has been set, skip this step.
Otherwise, perform the following operations:
Create the ssl-user-config.properties file in the /config directory of the
Kafka client and add the SSL certificate configurations by referring to
Connecting to an Instance with SASL.

b. Run the following command in the /{directory where the CLI is located}/
kafka_{version}/bin/ directory to create a topic:
./kafka-topics.sh --create --topic {topic_name} --bootstrap-server {broker_ip}:{port} --partitions 
{partition_num} --replication-factor {replication_num} --command-config ./config/ssl-user-
config.properties 

Follow-Up Procedure
Step 4: Connect to a Kafka Instance to Create and Retrieve Messages
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5 Step 4: Connect to a Kafka Instance to
Create and Retrieve Messages

5.1 Connecting to an Instance Without SASL
This section describes how to connect to a Kafka instance in a private or public
network using a CLI, without using SASL certificates.

Private network access and public network access differ only in the connection IP
addresses and ports. For private network access, use port 9092. For public network
access, use port 9094.

The following describes only the procedure for public network access. For private
network access, replace the IP addresses with the actual ones.

NO TE

Each Kafka broker allows a maximum of 1000 connections from each IP address by default.
Excess connections will be rejected. You can change the limit by modifying the Kafka
parameters.

Prerequisites
● You have correctly configured security group rules. For details, see Table 2-1.

● The instance connection address has been obtained.

– For intra-VPC access, use port 9092. Obtain the instance connection
address in the Connection section of the Basic Information tab page.

Figure 5-1 Kafka instance connection addresses for intra-VPC access
without SASL

– For public access, use port 9094. Obtain the instance connection address
in the Connection section of the Basic Information tab page.
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Figure 5-2 Kafka instance connection addresses for public access without
SASL

● If automatic topic creation is not enabled for the Kafka instance, obtain the
topic name.
You can obtain the name of the topic created in (Optional) Step 3: Create a
Topic on the Topics tab page of the instance.

Figure 5-3 Viewing the topic name

● You have purchased an ECS, installed the JDK, configured the environment
variables, and downloaded a Kafka client. For details, see Step 1: Prepare the
Environment.

Creating Messages

Go to the /bin directory of the Kafka client file and run the following command to
create messages:

./kafka-console-producer.sh --broker-list ${connection address} --topic ${topic name}

Parameter description:

● {connection-address}: the address obtained in Prerequisites
● {topic-name}: the name of the topic created for the Kafka instance

For example, 10.3.196.45:9094, 10.78.42.127:9094, and 10.4.49.103:9094 are the
public access addresses of the Kafka instance..

After running the preceding command, you can send a message to the Kafka
instance by entering the information as prompted and pressing Enter. Contents in
each line are sent as a message.

[root@ecs-kafka bin]# ./kafka-console-producer.sh --broker-list 
10.3.196.45:9094,10.78.42.127:9094,10.4.49.103:9094  --topic topic-demo
>Hello
>DMS
>Kafka!
>^C[root@ecs-kafka bin]# 

To stop creating messages, press Ctrl+C to exit.

Retrieving Messages

Run the following command to retrieve messages:

./kafka-console-consumer.sh --bootstrap-server ${connection-address} --topic ${topic-name} --group $
{consumer-group-name} --from-beginning

Parameter description:

● {connection-address}: the address obtained in Prerequisites

Distributed Message Service for Kafka
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● {topic-name}: the name of the topic created for the Kafka instance

● {consumer-group-name}: the consumer group name set based on your service
requirements. If a consumer group name has been specified in the
configuration file, ensure that you use the same name in the command
line. Otherwise, consumption may fail. If a consumer group name starts
with a special character, such as a number sign (#), the monitoring data
cannot be displayed.

The following is an example:

[root@ecs-kafka bin]#  ./kafka-console-consumer.sh --bootstrap-server 
10.3.196.45:9094,10.78.42.127:9094,10.4.49.103:9094 --topic topic-demo --group order-test --from-beginning
Kafka!
DMS
Hello
^CProcessed a total of 3 messages
[root@ecs-kafka bin]# 

To stop retrieving messages, press Ctrl+C to exit.

Follow-Up Procedure

You can configure alarm rules for monitoring metrics to receive notifications in a
timely manner when instances, brokers, or topics are abnormal.

Step 5: Configure Alarm Rules

5.2 Connecting to an Instance with SASL
This section describes how to connect to a Kafka instance in a private or public
network using a CLI and SASL certificates.

Private network access and public network access differ only in the connection IP
addresses and ports. For intra-VPC access, use port 9093. For public access, use
port 9095.

The following describes only the procedure for public network access. For private
network access, replace the IP addresses with the actual ones.

NO TE

● If intra-VPC plaintext access is enabled for an instance, data is transmitted in plaintext
when you connect to the instance through a private network. For details about how to
connect, see Connecting to an Instance Without SASL.

● Each Kafka broker allows a maximum of 1000 connections from each IP address by
default. Excess connections will be rejected. You can change the limit by modifying the
Kafka parameters.

Prerequisites
● You have correctly configured security group rules. For details, see Table 2-1.

● The instance connection address has been obtained.

– For intra-VPC access, use port 9093. Obtain the instance connection
address in the Connection section of the Basic Information tab page.
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Figure 5-4 Kafka instance connection addresses for intra-VPC access with
SASL

– For public access, use port 9095. Obtain the instance connection address
in the Connection section of the Basic Information tab page.

Figure 5-5 Kafka instance connection addresses for public access with
SASL

● The SASL mechanism in use is known.
In the Connection area on the Kafka instance details page, view SASL
Mechanism. If both SCRAM-SHA-512 and PLAIN are enabled, configure either
of them for connections. If SASL Mechanism is not displayed, PLAIN is used
by default.

Figure 5-6 SASL mechanism in use

● If automatic topic creation is not enabled for the Kafka instance, obtain the
topic name.
You can obtain the name of the topic created in (Optional) Step 3: Create a
Topic on the Topics tab page of the instance.

Figure 5-7 Viewing the topic name

● You have purchased an ECS, installed the JDK, configured the environment
variables, and downloaded a Kafka client. For details, see Step 1: Prepare the
Environment.

Configuring the Configuration File for Message Creation and Retrieval

Step 1 Log in to a Linux ECS.

Step 2 Map hosts to IP addresses in the /etc/hosts file on the ECS, so that the client can
quickly parse the instance brokers.
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Set IP addresses to the instance connection addresses obtained in Prerequisites.
Set hosts to the names of instance hosts. Specify a unique name for each host.

For example:

10.154.48.120 server01

10.154.48.121 server02

10.154.48.122 server03

Step 3 Download client.truststore.jks. On the Kafka console, click the instance. On the
instance details page, click Download next to SSL Certificate in the Connection
area.

Decompress the package to obtain the client certificate file client.truststore.jks.

Step 4 Modify the Kafka CLI configuration file based on the SASL mechanism.
● If PLAIN is used, find the consumer.properties and producer.properties files

in the /config directory of the Kafka CLI and add the following content to the
files:
sasl.jaas.config=org.apache.kafka.common.security.plain.PlainLoginModule required \
username="**********" \
password="**********";        
sasl.mechanism=PLAIN

security.protocol=SASL_SSL
ssl.truststore.location={ssl_truststore_path}
ssl.truststore.password=dms@kafka
ssl.endpoint.identification.algorithm=

Parameter description:
– username and password: username and password you set when

enabling SASL_SSL during Kafka instance creation or when creating a
SASL_SSL user.

– ssl.truststore.location: path for storing the certificate obtained in Step 3.
– ssl.truststore.password: server certificate password, which must be set to

dms@kafka and cannot be changed.
– ssl.endpoint.identification.algorithm: whether to verify the certificate

domain name. This parameter must be left blank, which indicates
disabling domain name verification.

● If SCRAM-SHA-512 is used, find the consumer.properties and
producer.properties files in the /config directory of the Kafka CLI and add
the following content to the files:
sasl.jaas.config=org.apache.kafka.common.security.scram.ScramLoginModule required \
username="**********" \
password="**********";        
sasl.mechanism=SCRAM-SHA-512

security.protocol=SASL_SSL
ssl.truststore.location={ssl_truststore_path}
ssl.truststore.password=dms@kafka
ssl.endpoint.identification.algorithm=

Parameter description:
– username and password: username and password you set when

enabling SASL_SSL during Kafka instance creation or when creating a
SASL_SSL user.
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– ssl.truststore.location: path for storing the certificate obtained in Step 3.
– ssl.truststore.password: server certificate password, which must be set to

dms@kafka and cannot be changed.
– ssl.endpoint.identification.algorithm: whether to verify the certificate

domain name. This parameter must be left blank, which indicates
disabling domain name verification.

----End

Creating Messages
Go to the /bin directory of the Kafka client file and run the following command to
create messages:

./kafka-console-producer.sh --broker-list ${connection-address} --topic ${topic-name} --producer.config ../
config/producer.properties

Parameter description:

● {connection-address}: the address obtained in Prerequisites
● {topic-name}: the name of the topic created for the Kafka instance

For example, 10.3.196.45:9095,10.78.42.127:9095,10.4.49.103:9095 are the
connection addresses of the Kafka instance.

After running the preceding command, you can send a message to the Kafka
instance by entering the information as prompted and pressing Enter. Contents in
each line are sent as a message.

[root@ecs-kafka bin]#./kafka-console-producer.sh --broker-list 
10.3.196.45:9095,10.78.42.127:9095,10.4.49.103:9095  --topic topic-demo --producer.config ../config/
producer.properties
>Hello
>DMS
>Kafka!
>^C[root@ecs-kafka bin]# 

To stop creating messages, press Ctrl+C to exit.

Retrieving Messages
Run the following command to retrieve messages:

./kafka-console-consumer.sh --bootstrap-server ${connection-address} --topic ${topic-name} --group $
{consumer-group-name} --from-beginning  --consumer.config ../config/consumer.properties

Parameter description:

● {connection-address}: the address obtained in Prerequisites
● {topic-name}: the name of the topic created for the Kafka instance
● {consumer-group-name}: the consumer group name set based on your service

requirements. If a consumer group name has been specified in the
configuration file, ensure that you use the same name in the command
line. Otherwise, consumption may fail. If a consumer group name starts
with a special character, such as a number sign (#), the monitoring data
cannot be displayed.

The following is an example:
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[root@ecs-kafka bin]#  ./kafka-console-consumer.sh --bootstrap-server 10.xxx.xxx.202:9095,10.xxx.xxx.
197:9095,10.xxx.xxx.68:9095 --topic topic-demo --group order-test --from-beginning --consumer.config ../
config/consumer.properties
Hello
Kafka!
DMS
^CProcessed a total of 3 messages
[root@ecs-kafka bin]# 

To stop retrieving messages, press Ctrl+C to exit.

Follow-Up Procedure
You can configure alarm rules for monitoring metrics to receive notifications in a
timely manner when instances, brokers, or topics are abnormal.

Step 5: Configure Alarm Rules
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6 Step 5: Configure Alarm Rules

This section describes the alarm rules of some metrics and how to configure them.
In actual services, you are advised to configure alarm rules for metrics based on
the following alarm policies.

NO TE

Approach Upper Limit in the following table indicates whether the performance of the
current resource is close to the upper limit. If the performance is close to the upper limit,
the performance supported by the current resource is the alarm threshold set in the alarm
policy. If the performance continues to increase, services may become abnormal.

Table 6-1 Kafka instance metrics to configure alarm rules for

Metric
ID

Metric Alarm Policy Description Handling Suggestion

broker_
disk_us
age

Disk
Capacit
y Usage

Alarm
threshold:
original value
> 80%
Number of
consecutive
periods: 1
Alarm
severity:
critical

Disk usage of
the Kafka VM

Modify the instance
storage space. For
details, see Modifying
Instance Specifications.

broker_
cpu_cor
e_load

Average
Load
per CPU
Core

Alarm
threshold:
original value
> 2
Number of
consecutive
periods: 3
Alarm
severity:
major

Average load of
each CPU core
of the Kafka
VM.

Check whether the
metric has been
approaching or
exceeding the alarm
threshold for a long
time. If yes, modify the
number of brokers. For
details, see Modifying
Instance Specifications.
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Metric
ID

Metric Alarm Policy Description Handling Suggestion

broker_
memor
y_usage

Memor
y Usage

Alarm
threshold:
original value
> 90%
Number of
consecutive
periods: 3
Alarm
severity:
critical

Memory usage
of the Kafka
VM.

Modify the number of
brokers. For details, see
Modifying Instance
Specifications.

current
_partiti
ons

Partitio
ns

Alarm
threshold:
original value
> 90% of the
maximum
allowed
number of
partitions.
The partition
limit varies
depending on
instance
specifications.
For details,
see
Specification
s.
Number of
consecutive
periods: 1
Alarm
severity:
major

Number of
used partitions
in the instance.

If new topics are
required, modify the
number of brokers, or
split the service to
multiple instances. For
details about how to
modify the number of
brokers, see Modifying
Instance Specifications.

broker_
cpu_usa
ge

CPU
Usage

Alarm
threshold:
original value
> 90%
Number of
consecutive
periods: 3
Alarm
severity:
major

CPU usage of
the Kafka VM.

Check whether the
metric has been
approaching or
exceeding the alarm
threshold for a long
time. If yes, modify the
number of brokers. For
details, see Modifying
Instance Specifications.
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Metric
ID

Metric Alarm Policy Description Handling Suggestion

group_
msgs

Accumu
lated
Messag
es

Alarm
threshold:
original value
> 90% of the
upper limit.
The upper
limit is
customized.
Number of
consecutive
periods: 1
Alarm
severity:
major

Total number of
accumulated
messages in all
consumer
groups of the
instance

Delete idle consumer
groups, if any. You can
also accelerate message
retrieval, for example, by
increasing the number
of consumers.

topic_m
essages
_remain
ed

Topic
Availabl
e
Messag
es

Alarm
threshold:
original value
> 90% of the
upper limit.
The upper
limit is
customized.
Number of
consecutive
periods: 1
Alarm
severity:
major

Number of
remaining
messages that
can be retrieved
from the
specified topic
in the consumer
group.

Check whether the
consumer code logic is
correct, for example, by
checking whether the
consumer stops
consuming messages
due to an exception. You
can also accelerate
message retrieval, for
example, by adding topic
consumers. Ensure that
the number of partitions
is greater than or equal
to the number of
consumers.

 

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the Kafka console, and select the region where the Kafka instance is
located.

Step 2 Click  next to the Kafka instance name to go to the instance monitoring page
of the Cloud Eye console.

Step 3 Hover the mouse pointer over a metric and click  to create an alarm rule for
the metric.

Step 4 Specify the alarm details.

For more information about creating alarm rules, see Creating an Alarm Rule.

1. Set the alarm name and description.
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2. Specify the alarm policy and alarm severity.
As shown in the following figure, if the original disk capacity usage exceeds
85% for three consecutive periods, an alarm is generated. If the alarm is not
handled on time, an alarm notification is sent.

Figure 6-1 Setting the alarm policy and alarm severity

3. Set the alarm notification configurations. If you enable Alarm Notification,
set the validity period, notification object, and trigger condition.

4. Click Create.

----End
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